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ABSTRACT 
A degree formula for the topological index of an isolated, possibly degenerate, 
solution of a linear complementarity problem is derived. This is used to answer 
affirmatively a recent conjecture of Broyden regarding the parities of degenerate 
solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear complementarity problems (LCPs) arise in a number of contexts, 
often related to linear and quadratic programming, and are problems of the 
following form: Given A4 E [wnx ” and 4 E [w”, find .z, w such that 
z z 0, w=Mz+q>o, ZTW = 0. (1.1) 
This problem is usually denoted LCP(M, q). The number of solutions of 
LCP(M, q) d p d e en s on M and q, and can range from zero to infinitely 
many. Usually there are only finitely many, which can be ensured if no 
principal minor of M is zero (i.e. if no principal submatrix is singular). If this 
is so, then M is said to be nondegenerate, and otherwise degenerate. 
A solution (z, w) of LCP(M, q) is non&generate if for all i either 
zi > 0 or wi > 0, and degenerate othetise. This means that degenerate 
solutions have an index i such that zi = wi = 0. 
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The degree-theoretic investigation of LCPs was started by Howe and 
Stone [5], who defined a global LCP degree for a matrix, and an index for 
nondegenerate solutions of LCP(M, 9). H ere an equivalent global degree for 
LCP(M, 9)’ d f d d is e me an an index formula derived for degenerate solutions. 
This is used to clarify the parity properties of LCPs. In particular, it is used to 
prove a conjecture of Broyden regarding the “parity” of degenerate solutions. 
2. DEGREE THEORY AND LCP’S 
Degree theory can be applied to the study of LCPs, because LCPs can be 
represented as systems of (nonlinear) equations. This has been done by Ha 
[4] and Howe and Stone [5], though here a different system of nonlinear 
equations is used. 
The problem LCP(A4, 9) can be represented as the system of nonlinear 
equations 
Fi( X) = 0, i = l,...,n, (2.1) 
where F&r) = min(xj, (Mx + s>~). If the mm operator is understood to 
apply componentwise to vectors, then the function can be more compactly 
written as F(x) = min(x, Mx + 9). Not only is this problem nonlinear, it is 
also nondifferentiable, which can make the calculation of degrees more 
difficult. 
By way of contrast, Ha [4] used a smooth local approximation to F, and 
Howe and Stone [5] used the maps P(r) = ;<x + 1x1) - iM(lxl - x> and 
II: S” -+ S” defined by II(x) = P(x)/llP(x>ll. 
The topological degree is defined for continuous maps 4 : R” + R” on 
open bounded domains D c [w” and values p E R” where p P +(aD>, and 
is an integer denoted deg(+, D, p>. The b asic properties of the topological 
degree are (see [l, 21): 
(1) If deg(+, D, p) + 0, th en there is an x E D such that 4(x) = p. 
(2) If h : [O, 11 x [w” + [w” is continuous, and p GC h(t, dD) for any t, 
then deg(h(O, *>, D, p> = deg(h(1, a>, D, p). 
(3) If a closed set E c D and p tZ 4(E), then deg(+, D, p> = deg(4, 
D \ E, p>. 
(4) If 4 is one-to-one on D and p E C#J( D>, then deg(+,, D, p) = * 1, 
and if 4 is the identity map and p E D, then deg(+, D, p> = + 1. 
(5) If D, and D, are two disjoint open sets and p 4 +(dD, U dD,), 
then 
deg(4, Dl UD,, p) =deg(+, D,, p) + deg(+, D,, p) 
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(6) degf4, X &, D1 X D,, (pl, p2)) = deg(cb,, D,, p,)dedcb,, D,, 
Pd. 
From this global degree we can define a index for an isolated solution to 
44x1 = p as 
index( 4, x) = deg( $, u, p), 
where U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of x‘ in which no other solutions 
of 4(x> = p occur. Property (3) (the “excision property”) can be used to 
show that the index is well defined. The index can be computed for smooth 
maps using properties (2), (41, and (6) by 
index( 4, r) = sgn detV+( X) 
provided v 4(x) is nonsingular. 
Conversely, if all solutions of 4(x) = p are isolated, then by property (5) 
(the “addititity property”), the global degree is the sum of the indexes: 
deg(4, D, p) = C index( 4, x). 
+cxj=l, 
This information is sufficient to compute the index of nondegenerate 
solutions. 
2.1. Indexes of Nondege fzerate Solutions 
The degree defined here in terms of F is, in fact, identical to that defined 
in Howe and Stone [5] in terms of the map II. This is essentially shown below 
by showing that for nondegenerate solutions, the index in terms of F of a 
solution z is sgn det M,, , Z = {ilz, > 01, which is the same as the index of 
such a solution in terms of II. The properties of the degree can then be used 
to show that the degree of II is the same as the degree of F even where 
LCP( M, 9) has degenerate solutions. 
For a nondegenerate solution z*, and each i, either z* > 0 or (Mz* + 
9ji > 0. Let Z = {ilz* > 0} and J = {iI(Mz* + 9ji > O}. Then for .z in 
some neighborhood of z*, F,(z) = zi > 0 for i E I, and Fi(z) = (Mz + 9)i 
> 0 for i E J. These are smooth functions, and so we can compute the index 
at z* in terms of the determinant of a Jacobian matrix: index(F, z*> = 
sgn det VF( z *>. 
Before we do the calculation, in order to describe submatrices more 
easily, for L, M c { 1, . . , n}, we write A,, for the matrix [ aij(i E L, 
j E M]. 
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If i E I then VF,( z*> = ei, and otherwise VF,( z*) is the ith column of 
M. Then using a suitable permutation P, 
sgndetVF(z*) = sgndet[PrVF(z*)P] 
= sgndet[ 7r T] = sgndet M,,. 
(If I = fl, then we use the convention that the determinant of a 0 X 0 matrix 
is + 1.) Thus the index of an isolated nondegenerate solution is + 1. Counted 
modulo 2, every nondegenerate solution contributes one to the global degree. 
As the global d e g ree is the sum of the indexes, if all solutions are nondegen- 
erate, then the parity of the number of solutions is the parity of the 
topological degree of the F mapping. On the other hand, degenerate 
solutions do not always have index + I. 
2.2. Global Degrees 
The calculation of global degree of maps is usually done by means of the 
homotopy invariance property [property (2)l. In order to define the global 
degree we need to find a domain D where no solution of LCP( M, 9) lies on 
dD. The natural choice here is to take D to be a sufficiently large ball 
centered on the origin. This is satisfactory provided a bound on the solutions 
of LCP( M, 9) can be found, which can be done for the class of R,-matrices 
[lo]: 
DEFINITION 1. A matrix M is in R, if LCP(M, 0) has only the trivial 
solution. 
For the class of. R,-matrices M the solutions of LCP(M, 9) must be 
bounded for all 9 with a bound that depends on M and 9, and is 
proportional to 11911. By the h omotopy property, LCP( M, tq) must have the 
same global degree for all t E [O, 11; thus, the global degree of LCP( M, 9) is 
a function of M only, and exists provided that M is in R,. This global degree 
is denoted here LCP deg M. 
Murty’s theorem that the parity of the number of solutions of LCP( M, 9) 
is independent of 9, provided the solutions are all nondegenerate, follows 
from the properties of the LCP degree. However, the argument from degrees 
only requires that M be an R,-matrix, and does not require nondegeneracy. 
In addition, by the homotopy invariance of the global degree, this “LCP 
degree” of M depends only on which path component of { A E [w n ’ * 1 A is in 
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R,} contains M [8]. As M nondegenerate implies that M is in R,, this seems 
to answer affirmatively a conjecture of Broyden’s [2, p. 1091: “Indeed, we 
conjecture that these parities [of M ] remain constant until a crucial principal 
minor of M changes sign.” However, more work would need to be done to 
understand what makes a particular principal minor “crucial.” 
Note that the necessity that M is an R,-matrix can be demonstrated by 
considering LCP( M, 9i) and LCP( M, 92), where 
M= ’ ’ 
[ 1 1 0’ 92= -; [ 1 
LCP( M, 9i) has only one solution, z = [0, O]r. w = [l, llT (which has index 
+ 11, while LCP( M, 92) h as no solutions. M is not an R,,-matrix, as z = 11, 
O]r solves LCP(M, 0). 
3. DEGREE OF DEGENERATE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we see how to calculate the index of degenerate solutions 
of isolated solutions to LCP(M, 91, provided that M,, is nonsingular. The 
parity of this degree we will show is, in fact, Broyden’s parity of the 
degenerate solution [2]. 
In order to do this calculation, an additional result is used to avoid having 
to deal with nonsmooth functions of more variables than necessary. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the function 
where p is C1 and u is continuous. Suppose F has an isolated zero at (x*, 
y *). Suppose that V, p(x*, y *) is nonsingclar. Then 
(1) there is an open set V c R1 where 4 : V + [Wk satisfies p( $( y), y> 
= 0 and +( y*) = x*, and 
(2) the index of F at (x*, y *) is the index of p(., y *) at x* times the 
index ofy - v(+(yl, y> at y*. 
Proof. By the implicit-function theorem there is an open set V’ contain- 
ing Y * in which there is a unique C1 function 4 : V’ + [w k such that 
p(+(y), y> = 0 for all y E V’ and +(y*> = x*. Neighborhoods U of x* 
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and V c V’ of y * can then be found where x * is the only zero of p( x, ZJ *) 
in U, y* is the only zero of cr(+( y), y) in V, and (x*, y*) is the only zero of 
F in w. 
The result can now be proven by a homotopy argument using two 
homotopies. 
The first homotopy is 
Now H,(O, x, y) = F(x, y) and H&l, x, y) = [ p(x, yIT, Daddy), ~1’1’. 
If H,(t, X, y) = 0 and x E U, y E V, then p(x, y) = 0 and so 
x = 4(y) from the implicit-function theorem, and hence c(+( y), y) = 0 
and y = y*. Hence p(x, y*) = 0, and so r = x*, as required. Thus the zero 
of H,(t, *, *) in W is locally unique and equal to (x*, y *). By a standard 
homotopy argument the indexes of H,(O, *, a) and H,(l, *, .) at (x*, y*) are 
equal. 
The second homotopy is 
H,(t, x3 y) = I P( x> (1 - t>Y + ty*) +NYL Y> 1 . 
Note that H,(O, X, y) = H,(l, x, y) and that H,(l, 1c, y) = [ p(x, Y*)~, 
a(+( y), y)?‘lT. If H&t, X, y) = 0 and x E U, y E V, then (T($J( y),
Y) = 0 and so y = y*. As p(r, (1 - t>y + ty*> = 0, we get x = $(l - t)y 
+ ty*) = 4( y *) = x*. Again the zero H,(t, *, *) in W is locally unique and 
equal to (x*, y*). Also, the indexes of H,(O, *, *) and H,(l, *, .> at (r*, y*) 
are equal. Thus the index of F at (x*, y*) is equal to the index of H&l, *, 0) 
at (x*, y*). 
By the product formula for the topological degree (6) the index of HJl, 
., 0) at (x*, y *) is just the product of the index of p(-, y *) at x* and the 
index of y ++ a( +( y), y) at y *, which is the desired result. n 
To apply this to the problem of determining the index of an isolated 
solution (z*, w*) of LCP( M, q), we define the following sets: 
z = {ilz: > o}, J = {ilw? > o}, K = {il$ = w* = 0) 
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By applying a permutation P so that 
we note that the matrix can be partitioned in this way without affecting the 
values of the degrees (or determinants) computed. 
The main result of this paper is the index formula given below. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that ( z *, w*> is an isolated solution of LCP( M, 
9) with M,, nonsingular. Then the Schur complement M, = M,, - 
M,, M,JIMIK is an R,-matrix, and 
index( F, z *) = sgn det M,, * LCP deg Ms. 
Before the proof of the result is presented, note that with the convention 
that the 0 X 0 matrix has determinant + 1, this formula may be used for Z or 
K = fl. If K = 8, then LCPdeg M, = 1, as Ms is a 0 X 0 matrix, and the 
formula reduces to index(F, z*) = sgn det M,, as expected. If Z = 8, then 
Ms = MKK and index(F, z*) = LCP deg M,,. The correctness of this for- 
mula can be easily verified. If both Z and K are empty, then F(z) = z for z 
near to z*, which has index + 1 as the formula indicates. 
Proof. Note that if (z*, w*) is a locally unique solution, then by 
Mangasarian [‘i, Theorem 3.81 and the fact that M,, is nonsingular, it follows 
that the Schur complement matrix Ms is an R,-matrix. 
If we let x = [z;, .zT]’ and y = zK:, then for .z near z*, the equation 
p(x, y) = 0 is equivalent to 
M,,z, + M,, zI + M,, ZK + 91 = 0, 
The Jacobian matrix V, p( x*, y *) is then 
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Locally, then, the function x = 4(y) is simply 
Then the function $( y) = (T(~(Y), y) is given by 
= min( .zK, Msz, + qs); 
where qs = qK - MKrA4,;‘q,. 
Since 2: = 0 and W; = 0 and $<z~> = 0, it is clear that qs = 0. Thus 
we want to find the index of the function 
$( .zK) = min( zK, Msz,) 
at zK= 0. Since M, is an R,-matrix, the index of I,!J at zero is precisely 
LCP deg Ms. Thus by the above lemma 
index( F, z*) = sgn det M,, * LCP deg M, . q 
REMARK 1. This formula can be used to determine the index of isolated 
solutions even when M,, is singular by considering perturbations (M,),, = 
M,, + EZ of M,,, and indexiF, z*> = degiF, U, 0) = degiFE, U, 0) for some 
neighborhood U of Z* and F,(z) = min(M,z + (q - EZ*), Z) with E # 0 
sufficiently small. 
REMARK 2. The above formula for the index can be used to give a 
formula for the LCP degree of a matrix if all the solutions of LCP( M, q) are 
isolated and have M,, nonsingular: 
LCP det M = c sp det M,, * LCP deg M,, 
where the sum is taken over all the solutions. 
REMARK 3. As Broyden’s definitions of parity of an isolated degenerate 
solution of LCP( M, q) is precisely the (total) parity of the solutions of 
LCP( M,, h) for some h f 0, this parity corresponds exactly to the index of F 
at 2” modulo 2. Not only is the degree defined for the larger class of 
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R,-matrices, but there is more information contained in the degrees than in 
the “parities” of solutions. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Broyden [2, $31 gi ves an application of his parity results to the LCP 
21 25 -27 -36 0 
M 7 3 -9 = 
12 12 -20 
36 1 
0’ 4= 




whose unusual properties were discovered by Kelly and Watson [6]. The 
solutions for this LCP are 
(A) 2 = [o, 0, 0, 01~ , w = [0,0,32,0]T, (4.1) 
(B) z = [9,0,7,O]r, w = [o, o,o, qr, (4.2) 
(C) 2 = [o, 9,7, l]‘, w = [o,o,o,o]r. (4.3) 
Associated with these degenerate solutions are the Schur matrices 
(A) (4.4 
(B) M, = [-5+], (4.5) 
CC> M, = [-5+]. (4.6) 
For solution (A), LCP(M,, h) was solved with h = [ - 1, 1, l]r and two 








WK = 1 I o,$o .
(4.8) 
The index of the first solution is - 1, and of the second is + 1. Thus the index 
of solution (A) of LCP(M, 9) is precisely zero. For solutions (B) and (C) it is 
easily shown that there are two solutions each to LCP( M,, h) for h # 0, 
which have opposite indexes. Hence the indexes of solutions (B) and (C) are 
each zero. Adding these indexes for local solutions, we find that the global 
degree for the original LCP(M, 9) is zero. 
The strange behavior of solutions observed by Kelly and Watson [6] and 
Broyden [2] in no way contradicts the degree-theoretic results: if a (degener- 
ate) solution has index zero, there is no degree-theoretic reason why the 
solution should be stable under perturbations of either M or 9. Indeed, in [2] 
the rather extreme case occurs where an LCP with a Q-matrix has three 
(index zero> solutions, while a perturbation has six solutions, and another 
perturbation has no solutions. 
Another example is based on a family of matrices investigated by Morris 
RI: 
(4.9) 
Morris has shown that LCP deg M = + 3. We verify this using the formula 
given in Remark 3.4. Consider 9 = [3, -2, -2, -2]r. Then the solutions 
are z = [l, 0, 0, OIT, w = 0, and z = [0, 2, 2, 21T, w = 115, 0, 0, OIT. The first 
solution has I = {l], K = (2, 3, 4}, and the Schur complement matrix 
M, = i[ -% -% _i] and M,,= [-31. (4.10) 
For this solution LCP deg M, = -2. (This LCP degree has also been 
computed by Morris.) The index of the first solution is then - 1 X - 2 = + 2. 
The second solution has Z = {2, 3, 4) and K = $!I, so the index of the second 
solution is sgn det M,, = + 1. Hence LCP deg M = + 3. 
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